STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
ANOKA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
NOVEMBER 4, 2008

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS:
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this: O

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT and VICE-PRESIDENT FOR ONE-TIME

JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN Republican

BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN Democratic-Farmer-Labor

CYNTHIA MCKINNEY AND ROSA CLEMENTE Green

ROGER CALERO AND ALYSON KENNEDY Libertarian

RALPH NADER AND MATT GONZALEZ Independent

BOB BARR AND WAYNE A. ROOT Constitution

CHUCK BALDWIN AND DARRELL CASTLE Constitution

UNITED STATES SENATOR VOTE FOR ONE

DEAN BARKLEY Independence

NORM COLEMAN Republican

AL FRANKEN Democratic-Farmer-Labor

CHARLES ALDRICH Libertarian

JAMES NIEMACKL Constitution

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 6 VOTE FOR ONE

BOB ANDERSON Independence

MICHELE BACHMANN Republican

EL TINKLEBERG Democrat-Farmer-Labor

STATE OFFICES

STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 48B VOTE FOR ONE

JIM ABLETER Republican

ANDREW A. BOHO Democratic-Farmer-Labor

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

FAILURE TO VOTE ON A CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT WILL HAVE THE SAME EFFECT AS VOTING NO FOR THE AMENDMENT.

TO VOTE FOR A PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT, CORRECTLY FILL IN THE OVAL NEAR THE "YES" FOR THAT QUESTION. TO VOTE AGAINST A PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT, CORRECTLY FILL IN THE OVAL NEAR THE "NO" FOR THAT QUESTION.

CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE, AND NATURAL AREAS.

SHALL THE MINNESOTA CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED TO DECLARE THAT THE PROTECTION OF CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE, AND NATURAL AREAS IS A COMMON LAW RIGHT OF ALL MINNESOTA CITIZENS?

YES

NO

COUNTY OFFICES

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT I VOTE FOR ONE

KARLA M. KOMEC

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 2 VOTE FOR ONE

JIM LINDAHL

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 5 VOTE FOR ONE

VICI L. NASS

CITY OFFICES CITY OF RAMSEY

MAYOR VOTE FOR ONE

BOB RAMSEY

TERRI CLEVELAND

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT

CITY OFFICES CITY OF RAMSEY

COUNCIL MEMBER AT LARGE VOTE FOR ONE

MARY ANN KIEFER

JEFF WISE

COUNCIL MEMBER WARD 2 VOTE FOR ONE

ANDRE CHAMPAGNE

COLIN McGLONE

SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICES INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 728 (ELK RIVER)

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER VOTE FOR UP TO THREE

ANDY HILLBREGT

JANELLE HENRY

SUE M. FARBER

JOHN L. KUESTER

HOLLY MALENE THOMPSON

SCHOOL DISTRICT QUESTION

TO VOTE FOR A QUESTION, FILL IN THE OVAL NEAR THE WORD "YES" FOR THAT QUESTION. TO VOTE AGAINST A QUESTION, FILL IN THE OVAL NEAR THE WORD "NO" FOR THAT QUESTION.

RENEWAL OF SCHOOL DISTRICT EXPANDING REFERENDUM REVENUE AUTHORIZATION

THE SCHOOLS BOARD OF INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 728 (ELK RIVER) MINNESOTA HAS PROPOSED TO RAISE THE EXISTING PROPERTY TAX REFERENCE BY $1.15 PER $1,000 OF TANGIBLE PROPERTY. THE PROPOSED REFERENDUM AUTHORIZATION WOULD BE APPROPRIATE FOR TEN (10) YEARS UNLESS OTHERWISE REVOCED OR REDUCED AS PROVIDED BY LAW.

YES

NO

BY VOTING "YES" ON THIS BALLOT QUESTION, YOU ARE VOTING TO EXTEND AN EXISTING PROPERTY TAX REFERENDUM THAT IS SCHEDULED TO EXPIRE.
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## Judicial Offices

### Supreme Court

- **Associate Justice 3**
  - Vote for One
  - **Tim Tinglestad**

- **Paul H. Anderson**
  - Current
  - Vote for One

- **Associate Justice 4**
  - Vote for One
  - **Deborah Hedlund**

- **Lori Skjerven Gildea**
  - Current
  - Vote for One

### Court of Appeals

- **Judge 6**
  - Vote for One
  - **Terri J. Stoneburner**

- **Dan Griffith**
  - Current
  - Vote for One

- **Judge 8**
  - Vote for One
  - **Edward Toussaint Jr.**

### 10th District Court

- **Judge 14**
  - Vote for One
  - **Nancy J. Logeirng**

- **Luke R. Stellflug**
  - Current
  - Vote for One

- **Judge 39**
  - Vote for One
  - **Robert D. Varco**

- **John P. Dehen**
  - Current
  - Vote for One

### Judge 1

- **Susan R. Miles**
  - Current
  - Vote for One

### Judge 5

- **Douglas B. Meslow**
  - Current
  - Vote for One

### Judge 7

- **Richard C. Ilkka**
  - Current
  - Vote for One

### Judge 9

- **Karla F. Hancock**
  - Current
  - Vote for One

### Judge 15

- **Lawrence R. Johnson**
  - Current
  - Vote for One

### Judge 21

- **Kenneth L. Jorgensen**
  - Current
  - Vote for One

### Judge 22

- **Tammi Fredrickson**
  - Current
  - Vote for One

---

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT

---
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